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SUMMARY
When I chose the topic of my dissertation I wanted to get involved in a research that can be useful for my home region and can use
the resources of my country in the most efficient way. On first sight Hungary is obviously an agricultural country with great tillable
areas so the initial “ingredients” are given. Nevertheless my mission held some surprises. First I had to focus on a special area of
agribusiness sector which is quite difficult considering the numerous relations of this sector to others as bio-fuels, food processing,
tourism, etc. The basic step was to examine the sector as an integral entity. These studies showed the fundamental problems of the
field but did not lead to further steps. Regardless of this fact I tried to collect good practices throughout the European agricultural
and food clusters. Some essential assumptions can be derived from these data for the visions and field of activity but most of them
cannot tell about the formation of these clusters. Of course they had tradition in the specific area but Hungary has also (at least from
our point of view) a successful history in agriculture and husbandry. This paper is an introduction to the agricultural cluster
possibilities in Hungary examining the specialties in the agricultural sector, and it tries to give an idea of a combined way of
creating small agribusiness clusters and bringing business opportunities into the region.
Keywords: agricultural clusters
Journal of Economic Literature (JEL) code: Q13, Q16

MOTIVATION
My motivation is regional development in my home region,
because it is really underdeveloped in terms of GDP per capita
and employment compared to the other EU-27 regions. An
appropriate model is needed to enhance regional development.
First I was enthusiastic about agriculture because somehow our
culture is certain about the value of the “land”. Somehow the
usage of this renewable resource is unbound. I was wondering
whether it was related to the geographical and climate
circumstances but it isn’t. So I have decided to examine the
structure of agriculture and its contribution to GDP and
employment. After having an aim to investigate on the resource
side I stated the question: What if the management of
agriculture is not proper? What kind of proper solution can there
be for these problems?
My Master’s thesis was written about Hungarian
Nanotechnology and Material Science cluster, so I have chosen
to work with clusters. Cluster policy is strongly related to
regional development. Accordingly I collected information on
the development policies and about competition including
(Absolut/Relative/Comparative/Competitive
advantages/HeckserOhlin
model/Structure-Conduct-Performance
Paradigm),
because cluster is a kind of “co-opetitive” phenomena. After the
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theoretical summing-up I realized that most of the cluster based
regional development programs are dealing with only high-tech
branches such as the energy, automotive, or biotech industries.
However, in some countries such as in Denmark, Ireland or
France there are regions which have successful agricultural
clusters. If they can achieve good results, maybe we can also.
The structure of this paper is the following:
1. Summary of agricultural situation in Hungary
2. Introduction to network and cluster type co-operations
3. International trends for agribusiness clusters
4. A possible way to start an agricultural network in small
towns in the region

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
AGRICULTURAL SECTOR
The main problem is that agricultural land is not used as it
should be. According to that I collected data about the situation
of agribusiness in Hungary, and then I made an analysis about
it. The analyzed data was the GDP share of agriculture,
employment in agriculture, sector structure. The analysis shows
that the share of agricultural land is high within the country.
When we think about the agro-forestry sector it represents 80%
of the whole area of Hungary. Figure 1.
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Figgure 1. Land Usse in Hungary in
n Hectare
The areass used for onlyy agricultural production is about
60%. Of the 27 countries of the European Union Hunngary,
Greece and D
Denmark has thhe highest rate in agriculturall land
use (Figure 2)). Considering the
t fact that theese countries arre not
the biggest of the federation it is also obvio
ous that this is oonly a
relatively highh value, becauuse the greater nations have more
land in total. To define the opportunities for
f a country I think
we can say thaat good qualityy soil can be a powerful
p
resourrce in
the future.
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Figure 4. Agricultural C
Contribution to GDP
in
i the EU and thhe Average
Another
A
problem
m can be that thhe structure of the agriculturall
secto
or is really frag
gmented. Most oof the actors in
n this sector aree
prim
mary producers (Figure
(
5). Theyy are the basic elements of thee
agriccultural system. A lot of them
m are unable to
t market theirr
own products beccause they arre far from achieving thee
econ
nomies of scale. Without co-ooperation or greeat investmentss
they will not reach this level. To ssee the significance of this sett
we must
m
know thaat the primary producers creaate 60% of thee
valuee in the sector,, but they are nnot working to
ogether so theirr
effecctiveness is insufficient. This could be a po
otential field off
interrvention. I belieeve that in netw
work-type co-operations thesee
prod
ducers can be supported andd their productts can be soldd
throu
ugh a well man
naged supply cchain. Later on
n I will refer too
this kind of solution as a horrizontal netwo
ork where thee
coordinator actor manages
m
the colllection and meerchandising off
the products.
p
This co-operation iis also known as communityy
farm
ming or commun
nity supported aagriculture.

Figurre 2. Agriculturaal Land Use in Some of the
Europeean Countries
If we are so lucky becaause of our lan
nd usage it muust be
represented inn the economiic indicators. The
T contributioon of
agriculture to tthe GDP and too employment is
i about or beloow the
EU-27 averagee (Figure 3 andd 4). This showss that owning a great
resource is faiirly not enoughh to have any kind
k
of benefits from
it. The world ttendency is of course
c
a decreaase in the imporrtance
of agriculture in the developeed countries.
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F
5. Structure of the Agriccultural Sector in Hungary
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Figure 3. Employment off the Population
n in Agriculturee

This
T idea can leead us forward tto new kind of farming ideas:
„New
„
forms of property ownnership—the land is held inn
comm
mon by a community throughh a legal trust. The trust thenn
leasees its property long-term to ffarmers who use
u the land too
grow
w food for the co
ommunity.
New
N
forms of cooperation—aa network of human
h
relationss
replaaces old system
ms of employer
ers and employ
yees as well ass
replaacing the pracctice of pledgging material security (land,,
build
dings, etc.) to banks.
New
N
forms off economy – (associative economy).
e
Thee
guiding question is not "how do w
we increase proffits?" but ratherr
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"what are the actual needs of the land and of the people
involved in this enterprise?"(McFadden, 2004)
The primary resource soil is perfect in Hungary and the
ecological attributes are also appropriate. The climate is not the
problem either. International practice shows that agriculture is
driven by clusters in those countries where equipment,
technology, and experience and tradition are available (the
Netherlands, Denmark, Austria, etc.). My region is not well
supplied with these resources.
To have a short view of the causes of this situation I would
like to share data in comparison to other European countries:
➣ Hungarian agriculture has poor supply of machinery
(32% of EU average and 17-20% of the German in
terms of agricultural machines)
➣ Low efficiency (there is 5 times greater efficiency in
Germany meaning that the crop yield in agriculture
(handled as one) is 20% of the German value)
➣ Export intensity is extremely low (The Netherlands
11.112 USD/ha , Denmark 3.279 USD/ha; Hungary
372 USD/ha) (We must consider that The Netherlands
are of course a special case, but Denmark has also
export intensity per hectare that is ten times higher
than that of Hungary)
➣ Food imports grow rapidly from year to year (In
connection with this tendency we must think about
local sustainability which I will discuss later)
➣ Horizontal network establishment with the small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are needed
(Bottom-up initiations can be really useful in a so
fragmented a sector using the co-operational
workforce of the primary producers)

DRIVING FORCES OF NETWORKS
All of the cooperation among the economic actors can be
defined as a kind of network. From this point of view the whole
global economy is one enormous network where smaller
networks are competing. There is no general agreement on the
term of business network or business cluster there is no general
agreement. Usually a business cluster is “a geographic
concentration of interconnected businesses, suppliers, and
associated institutions in a particular field. Clusters are
considered to increase the productivity with which companies
can compete, nationally and globally.” (Porter 1990) For this
article let us define a business network as a conglomeration of
cooperating producers and companies where they jointly create
value needed by the customers. Table 1. show the difference
between a hierarchical company, a network, and the market
itself :
Network type cooperation is one of the best solutions for
high flexibility, real-time customer adaption, regional
development, and to ensure competitiveness of the members.
Network cooperation is usually more productive for the
members than the separated work. The benefits usually come
from the synergetic cooperation of the member.
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Table 1
Comparison of Different Types of Organizations
(Based on Powell 1990)
Key features
Co-operation

Hierarchy
Closed
Vertical

Network
Opened in
time and
space
Hybrid

Market
Opened in
time and
space
Horizontal

Degree of
Integration
Degree of
Flexibility
Degree of
Adaption
Type of
production

Low

Medium

High

Slow and
discontinuous
Massproduction

Fast and
continuous
Tailor-made

Prompt and
continuous
Non-specific
(wide range)

Here I discuss about developing organizational structures
and management tools. These show the different co-operational
styles and the forms for companies. My goal was to have a clear
view on the different terms used by the scientific literature. The
literature in the different countries has use a uses a wide range
of terms for network-type co-operations.
Four types of business networks are defined as:
1. Horizontal
2. Vertical
3. Hybrid
4. Occasional
In this study I only show two examples of the four
categories. A horizontal network in agriculture can be cooperation between the primary producers and a coordinator. The
coordinator’s role is to create a link between the primary
producers and the consumers. The coordinator’s work is
basically logistical. Beyond the collection and distribution of
products the coordinator has to create an informational system
which can handle the demands of the customers and can also
create the supply structure of the primary producers. The
products of the primary producers can vary in a wide range.
There is seasonality in these products so the creation of a
sustainable chain can be really difficult. This kind of
cooperation is based on human relations rather than on the
classical form of distribution.
A vertical network is easily defined when our integrator
company is in food processing sector. In this case the integrator
creates the network to ensure the continuous production and
delivery to the costumers.
The German approach differs in other ways as well. The
dimensions are research profile (basic or applied) and financing
(public or private). It is obvious that networks and clusters are
highly financed by the public actors of the economy. The
Hungarian practice differs a lot from this and maybe it is also
the main cause of efficiency problems. To summarize the
theoretical part I should say that clusters from my point of view
are “just” special networks with mixed (public and private)
funding and with co-operation with researchers. (Universities,
research centers, labs, etc.) From this point of view network
theories can also be used for clustering for example scale-free
network theory.
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My basic iideas about the creation of agrricultural clusteers are
the following:
➣ We m
must start from
m the lowest point of the agricuultural
systeem (Primary Prroducer)
➣ Hum
man relations must
m be used to create
c
the netwoork
➣ Busiiness network should
s
start fro
om the beginninng, so
the sscale is also sm
mall
➣ Furthher developmennt is based on the
t original netw
work,
but the experiencces can be used to create new
netw
works as well
To ensure that people waant to join the network, I colllected
the potential bbenefits for futuure cluster mem
mbers. Table 2 sshows
a mature clustter form, wheree all the membeer-types are invvolved
in the commonn work.

➣ Universitiies, R&D comppanies, civil secctor, etc.
To
T see the relev
vance of the agrro-based clusterrs, I would likee
to prresent some factts about the agriicultural clusterrs in the EU-27..
Currrently there are three fields innteresting for me
m in means off
estab
blishment of a cluster in Hunngary. ( These are: traditionall
agriccultural sector (47 clsuters)), the farming
g and animall
husb
bandry sector (8
8 clusters), and the food secto
or (58 clsuters)))
Natu
urally these threee sectors overllap each other. For instance inn
Italy most of the clusters definne themselves as food andd
agriccultural cluster at the same tim
me. Of course it is not easy too
defin
ne separated fiellds but in my paaper I will use those
t
which aree
repreesented by the Cluster
C
Observaatory.(See Figurres 6 and 7)

T
Table
2
Individual annd Common Benefits
B
of Agrricultural Clus
usters
Member
Seed industry
Agri
Machinery
Primary
producer

Food
industry
Wholesaler
Logistic
services
Universities,
civil sector

Benefit for member
New markets, market
concentration,, publicity
New markets, market
concentration,, publicity
Concentrated
technology annd
resource base,, fix buyer
chain
Predictable quuality and
amount of prooducts,
cost reductionn
Bargaining opptions
(cost reductionn for
wholesaler)
New markets
Field of researrch,
Relational cappital

Benefit for clusteer
Barrgaining options for
prim
mary producers
Barrgaining options for
prim
mary producers
Pro
oducing market
dem
manded high quallity
com
mpetitve productss –
Primary product com
mes
from them
Integrated chain ”froom
farm
m to table”, Purch
chase
pow
wer
Giv
ven purchasing chhain

Source: European Cluster Obsservatory powered
by Google

Figure 6.
6 Agricultural Clusters in the EU

Barrgaining options
(co
ost reduction)
Kn
nowledge transferr,
Infformation flow froom
cusstomers

EUROPEEAN CLUSSTER ANA
ALYSIS
The policiies are not clearr so an appropriiate model shouuld be
designed. I w
wished to invvestigate the European
E
trendds in
clustering thatt is why I exam
mined the Euro
opean clusters iin the
agricultural (F
Figure 6) and foood sector (Figu
ure 7). (5 pickeed out
of 115 from 5 different EU countries)
c
The analysis showeed the
international ttrends, the strattegy, the structture and the fieeld of
activity of thesse clusters. Acccording to Eva Galvez
G
Nogaless:
„New aggriculture needds new tools to enhancee its
competitiveneess and innovattion capacity. One
O of these toools is
the promotionn of clusters.”
Agriculturral Cluster (AC
C) initiatives arre handled as a key
approach to hhelp improvingg the agricultu
ural sector of many
countries.
Potential A
AC members innclude:
➣ Seedd industry comppanies
➣ Agroo-machinery coompanies
➣ Prim
mary producers
➣ Foodd industry comppanies
➣ Logiistic centers
➣ Bio--fuel companiess

Source: European Cluster Obsservatory powered
by Google

Figu
ure 7. Food Clus
usters in the EU
U
We
W can see thatt in Europe agrricultural and fo
ood clusters aree
comm
mon phenomen
na. This means that they are active
a
forms off
co-op
perations. Mostt of these clusteers have historical experiencess
in co-operation.
c
The
T
clusters aare usually baased on locall
geog
graphical possib
bilities and mosst of them would like to satisfyy
the needs
n
of local in
nhabitants. That
at does not mean
n that they onlyy
mark
ket their produccts locally, butt the self-sustaiinability of thee
surro
ounding region
n is an importtant issue wheen creating ann
agriccultural network. The summ
mary below would
w
like too
geneerate ideas and
d maybe to ennhance the ideea of regionall
deveelopment throug
gh cluster co-opperations.
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Table 3
S
Summary
of Five
F Agribusinness Cluster Visions
V
and Fieeld of Activitiees
Austtria
Production of high-quality
and safe produucts with
innovative foood
processing techniques

Denmark
k
Knowledge based regional
K
e
economic
growth

Germany
Imprrove food industrry

Marketing of rregional and
organic produccts
Promote existiing native
competencies
Introduction of innovative
products, new
technologies aand
processes

Projects within food and
P
h
health,
production
n and
suustainability and
g
gastronomy
and seensation

Empphasise Lower
Saxoony’s advantagess as a
prim
me location for a
sustaainable and efficiient
markket-oriented food
d
induustry

Agricultural prroduction,
food processinng, trade and
industry
Processing, cleeaning
supplies, pest ccontrol,
packaging

T
Traditional
Food

Foodd processing and food
safetty

Ornamen
ntal horticulture

H
Health
and lifestylle Profile

Devvelopment of new
funcctional foods

Fruit & vegetable
v
growing

Manufacturerss of
machines and equipment
for food
R&D, laboratoories,
consultants annd more

F
Functional
Food

Desiigning and
impllementing optimized
prodduction lines
Educcation, Qualificattion,
proffessional training and
furthher education

Seeds

P
Pure
Pharmaceuticcal

This tablee shows that all of the chosen
c
clusterss are
committed inn regional deveelopment, so the
t idea of linnking
agricultural cllustering with economic dev
velopment is ssound.
Another pointt of interest is the emphasis on
o healthy, safe
fe and
functional foodds. This shows us the Europeaan trend of the nneeds
of the custom
mers. If we woould like to creeate an agribussiness
cluster we muust focus on thhese needs. On
nly high qualityy and
healthy food is marketable. We
W must focus on the fact thee food
factory produccts are losing their
t
markets an
nd bio or free range
animal husbanndry are becom
ming more favo
orably viewed. Local
competencies in the agriculttural products must
m
be emphaasized
and used as a differentiatinng factor. This can give the local
networks a coompetitive advaantage. The firsst step should bbe the
examination oof the productioon structure off a chosen areaa and
then further im
mprovements caan be carried outt.

SUMMARY
North Hunngary and my hometown
h
Miskolc, is the reggional
center. Fraunhhofer ISI made a regional analy
ysis in the EU227 and
examined Hunngary as well. Figure
F
8 shows that North Hun
ungary
is an industriaally challengedd region, which
h should improvve its
economy. Butt the question iss, in which areaa should we deevelop
ourselves?
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France
To becom
me a world
reference for innovation
p
of
for the production
eco-frien
ndly and health
friendly plants
Lower consumption of
inputs
Saving biodiversity
b
Positive effect on Health
E
and the Environment

Medicinal and aromatic
plants

Bellgium
Bringing man
nufacturers
together

Developing the
t spirit of
innovation
Improving th
he profitability
of networks
Improving co
ompetition
between com
mpanies in the
food industry
y, and boosting
business and employment
in the sector
Health foodss/Nutritional
quality (R&D
D)
Industrial effficiency
(production, quality, safety,
competency management
and training)
Packaging (leess packaging,
biodegradablle)
Development of durable
networks in the
t food
industry (opttimizing and
creating sustaainable and
responsible management
m
for the produ
uction chain)

Source: Fra
aunhofer ISI studdy

Figure 8. Reg
gional Analysiss of Hungarian Regions
To
T answer this question I exam
amined the diffeerent sectors off
the region
r
and morre specifically the county of Borsod-Abaúj-Zem
mplén. Cluster co-operations arre used in thosee sectors whichh
are really
r
innovativ
ve and are highlly important fo
or the region. Iff
they are suitable only for thhese sectors, than regionall
deveelopment throu
ugh agriculturaal cluster initiatives are nott
viablle. From anotther point of view maybe self-supportingg
systeems can also be
b formed as a network or cluster
c
and nott
conn
nected primarily
y to high-tech bbranches.
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Figure 9.
9 Share of Reveenue (Left side) and Export (Right side)
Figure 9 ddemonstrates thhat the agriculttural sector maakes a
low contributiion to the regioon’s economic welfare in term
ms of
revenue and eexport. The TO
OP100 companies in B-A-Z C ounty
contain only fo
four agriculturall companies, so
o we cannot usee them
as integrators for a vertical network. In th
his county it iss also
true, that the ssector consists of
o mainly prim
mary producers. If we
want to see chhanges in agricuulture we must start from the loowest
points of co-ooperation. This could be the baackyard of the small
towns.
If we darre to dream big we have to consider the w
world
tendencies as well. In the new
w century agricculture has faceed the
problems and opportunities of globalization. Due to this, it hhas to
reshape itself and define neew goals. The need for high--value
added, safe annd high-quality products is also a relevant treend in

a
sector. The agro-iindustry contaiins the bio-fuell
the agricultural
industry, the food
d processing sector and the
t
supportingg
mach
hinery and equ
uipment produucing areas as well. Logisticc
proceesses such as packaging
p
and rretailing are also vital part off
the in
ndustry. A basicc logistic functiion can be the establishment
e
off
comm
munity farming
g systems in thhe beginning. After
A
the earlyy
expeeriences we hav
ve to decide thhe way of expaansion. We cann
eitheer supply locaal communitiees or we can
n think aboutt
speciialization for ch
haracteristic prooducts of the diffferent areas. Inn
this way a small region may be able to producce original andd
especcial products th
hat can be markeeted in the who
ole country. I doo
not wish
w to think on a bigger scalle, because the basic steps aree
missing. So far.
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